D70ES
ANALOG WEIGHING INDICATOR

CUTTING-EDGE TECHNOLOGY
The D70ES is the most versatile indicator on the market. It possesses the power to deliver simple and advanced functions across a vast array of applications, all while being extremely easy to set-up and operate. Inclusive of powerful functions such as Truck I/O, it’s the only indicator in its class that fits most needs on everything from bench and floor scales to truck scales.

**Features**
- Stainless steel (IP66/NEMA 4x) enclosure with swivel bracket
- Red LED 7 segment display, 6 - 0.8” digit
- Numerical and 10-function membrane keypad
- Capacitive backed time/date/year
- Audit trail tracking for configuration and calibration changes
- Power (12) 350 Ohm cells
- Truck In/Out
- Single weighing
- 120 VAC or 12 VDC external power
- Configurable print formats
- Units: pounds, kilograms, ounce
- 300 Truck ID storage registration
- Peak hold
- Totalize by partial, general or code
- Configurable as primary or secondary display (repeater)

**Quick Set-up Function**
Get up and weighing fast and easy with the D70ES Quick Set-up Function. The D70ES comes preloaded with seven common scale configurations, allowing for simple and fast setup across various types of scales - 3 truck, 3 floor, 1 bench.

**You’re in Control**
Operate and view your data in a way that fits your business and processes. There’s no need to tailor your processes to work around technology limitations. The D70ES includes many customizable features including ticket formats, data streams, setpoints and single-ingredient batching.

**Connections**
The standard communication interfaces of the D70ES delivers industry-leading variety of connectivity options.
- (1) RS-232
- (1) RS-232/422/CURRENT LOOP
- Ethernet TCP/IP option card

**Options Available**
- Ethernet TCP/IP
- 4 in / 4 out - 24 VDC @200 mA
- Analog 4-20 mA / 0-10 VDC
- MPP memory

**Certifications**
- NTEP COC: 17-010
- MC: AM-6054C
- OIML: R76/2006-NL1-17.33